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Trouble at
the top
A familial battle for
control is raging
at El Corte Inglés.
Can the venerable
department store
ride out the storm?
writer Saul Taylor

Every country has a retailer that
puffs up the national chest with
pride – John Lewis has become
part of the British establishment;
Bloomingdale’s boasts iconic
Americana with its Big Brown
Bags; and El Corte Inglés is a true
Spanish institution. The fourthlargest department-store group
in the world and number one in
Europe, El Corte Inglés is renowned
at home for its level of service and
consistent class.
“Over the years they have created a sense of trust, of quality and
exceptional service that still remains
in the minds of most Spanish consumers,” says Sagra Maceira de
Rosen, a Spanish luxury analyst. Yet
the brand has been shaken in recent

times, as a dramatic fight between
the descendants of the store’s
founder has broken out. The board
recently ousted its chairman, Dimas
Gimeno, after a battle for control
erupted between himself and his
cousins, Marta and Cristina Alvarez.
The brand has been underperforming for some time and those on the
side of the sisters – eight out of 10
board members – believed Gimeno
was too slow in reacting to change.
A senior Spanish banker close to
the situation says, “It’s a mess. The
sisters are trying to reach an agreement with Gimeno to sell his stake
but they are still negotiating so it’s
far from over.” The irony is that in
certain departments the company
had been innovating under Gimeno.

In fact, since Ramón Areces opened
his small tailor shop on Madrid’s
Calle Preciados in 1935, the company has grown into a billion-euro
brand that employs more than
90,000 people across Spain and
Portugal. With a portfolio of 11
subsidiaries including Hipercor
supermarkets, Viajes El Corte Inglés
travel agency and Seguros insurance, El Corte Inglés is undoubtedly one of Spain’s best-known
brands.Yet they struggled to weather
the financial crisis and when chairman Isidoro Alvarez, the nephew of
Areces, died in 2014, a power struggle began after he installed his own
nephew Gimeno in his place. He
had long been grooming him for the
top job.
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A taste of things
to come

Giacomo Bulleri built an empire during a
life-long career in restaurants. Thanks to his
similarly inspired heir, it continues to grow.
writer Laura Rysman photographer Dario Garofalo

A little hamlet of bronze foundries
and marble workshops, Pietrasanta
sits among the beach resorts of northern Tuscany, nestled next to Forte dei
Marmi. Over the years its cobbled
streets have attracted a community
of resident artists and, increasingly,
summertime vacationers.
Just beyond the town’s sculpturefilled main piazza, a doorway
opens onto a courtyard where
antique wooden tables and chairs
await diners, surrounded by a riot

of foliage – jasmine vines, palms
and orange, lemon and fig trees. A
marble-topped bar shaded by a
striped awning looks to have been
serving cocktails for decades. In
truth, though, this is the newly
opened outpost of Da Giacomo, a
celebrated restaurant empire from
Milan come to laidback Pietrasanta.
Giacomo Bulleri, a passionate
restaurateur even now at the age of
93, is the eponymous head of this
miniature empire, which includes

several restaurants, a pastry shop,
tabaccheria and deli, all on a single
Milan street, plus a lofty site in the
city’s landmark Arengario building
and a café in neighbouring Palazzo
Reale. “That’s me – Giacomo,”
Bulleri says, acknowledging that
among a certain set of Milanese,
his first name is well-known enough
to forego the surname. With his
Borsalino and toothy smile, he is
every bit the benevolent host, a
Tuscan native who still taunts the
urbanites using an indecent Italian
term for “uptight” but proclaimed
with a heavy dose of affection.

“For a
woman
in Italy,
starting a
business
from scratch
is very
difficult. But
I have my
father who
paved an
easier path
for me”
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“It’s a mess. The sisters
are trying to reach an
agreement with Gimeno to
sell his stake but they are
still negotiating so it’s far
from over”

Left to right: El Corte Inglés; ousted
chairman Dimas Gimeno

Bulleri was a small-town boy whose
family sent him to Turin to find
restaurant work when he was 11. But
by 1957 he had managed to open
the first Da Giacomo restaurant in
Milan and in 1989 he relocated it
to Via Sottocorno, a formerly dull
street that’s become his lively dominion: a gastronomic enclave known
for serving traditional recipes. The
first Sottocorno bistro was designed
for free by famed architect and faithful punter Renzo Mongiardino, a
maestro at creating sumptuous yet
subdued interiors. Every subsequent
location, including the Da Giacomo

All is not lost, however. El Corte
Inglés has been raising its gastronomic game in recent times (indeed,
it wouldn’t be the first retailer to
focus more on f&b in the face of
declining apparel sales). Flagships
from across the 94 stores in Spain
and Portugal have been receiving facelifts and wholesome new
food courts, dubbed “El Gourmet
Club”. In addition to endless aisles
of hams, conserves, wine and olives,
the spaces receive culinary concepts
and restaurants that differ from store
to store. One of the best new additions is the updated food hall and
“Gourmet Experience” in Marbella,
a destination fit for the expensive
tastes of its visitors.
“Over the past three years, we
have opened almost 100 more food
points bringing the total to 400,”
says Guillermo Arcenegui, head
of restaurant business at El Corte
Inglés. “All this has been possible thanks to a specialist team that
functions as an incubator for ideas,
promoting well-known chefs and
promising youngsters.”
As the war rages on in the executive floors on Calle Hermosilla
in Madrid, the general public still
seems happy to frequent these fantastic new food emporia. Indeed,
that recent boardroom difficulties
haven’t sunk the ship is testament
to the enduring appeal of the brand.
However, unless the board and its
stakeholders can resolve their problems in the near future, the brand
will begin to experience larger, more
permanent losses than its already
weighty €3.7bn net debt. The likes
of Amazon, the Decathlon sports
stores, Mediamarkt electronics and
Mercadona supermarkets are snapping at its heels. It would be sad to
see such a strong brand that has
stood for so much for so long fade
in the face of the online onslaught.
outpost in Pietrasanta, has been
designed by Mongiardino’s former
collaborators Roberto Peregalli
and Laura Sartori Rimini. A timeless tenor defines all Da Giacomo
locations – they are shrines to the
comforting type of old-fashioned
restaurant experience safeguarded
by Bulleri. “Milan has given me so
much,” he says. “But I’ve also given
so much to Milan.”
Reaching the end of his long, initially scrappy and finally triumphant
career, Bulleri has found a successor in his daughter Tiziana, who
spent her youth labouring in his
restaurants (“the only way for young
people to learn this business is at the
side of old people,” her father says)
and who eventually helped manage
the trattoria’s move and expansion
with her husband. “We grew the
business to create a brand and give
meaning to all those years my father
worked,” says the younger Bulleri.
Continuing the entrepreneurial lineage, her own two daughters,
Elena and Giulia Monti, opened
the Da Giacomo pastry shop on
Via Sottocorno, which bakes for all
of the restaurants and sells dainty
desserts to the public. For Tiziana,
family is fundamental because
“you need a nucleus around you
that understands how hard this
work is. You start at 08.00 and you
might not finish until 02.00. And
in between you have to be ready to
cover absolutely any role – washing
dishes, mopping, giving a hand in
the kitchen.”
She launched the new Pietrasanta
locale in June, the eighth Da
Giacomo spot and the first beyond
Milan, undertaking a move away
from her native city, because she
fell in love with the lush garden
where the restaurant now resides.
She also yearned to run her own
branch of Da Giacomo with her
best friend, Rossana Di Pasqua,
who relocated to Pietrasanta to help
her. “For a woman in Italy, starting a business from scratch is very
difficult,” she says. “But I have my
father who paved an easier path for
me – and what else would I do, stay
home and knit sweaters? Business is
more exciting.”
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Thirsty
work
For the second instalment of our
series on summer jobs, spare a
thought for bartending brothers
Vincenzo and Giancarlo Panetta.
While yachters in Sardinia wrestle
with whether to raise anchor or spend
another day on the Med, the duo are
busy zipping across the waves in their
mobile bar, serving morning pickme-ups and evening sundowners to
horizontal holidaymakers. It’s a tough
job but someone’s got to do it.
writer Ivan Carvalho photographer Ana Cuba

Sunseekers have always been drawn to Sardinia for the
region’s unparalleled offering of isolated beaches and
picturesque isles, where privacy is easy to secure. But
in such remote locations a trek is often required to find
a bar or restaurant in the vicinity serving refreshments.
This situation is exacerbated if you’re idling on the emerald waters of the Mediterranean, soaking up some rays
on the deck of a yacht or tender.
Two Italian brothers saw in this “problem” (a nice
one to have, admittedly) a business opportunity. They
launched Golden White, a mobile bar service set up
to serve water-bound tourists moored up by the rocky
islets, a short sail away from the resort town of Puntaldia.
Vincenzo and Giancarlo Panetta cover an impressive

“We’ve built up a list of regulars who
give us a call to see if we are in their area.
We’re happy to bring the bar to them”
stretch of aquatic real estate between Capo Ceraso and
Punta Coda Cavallo on Sardinia’s northeast coast.
Powered by a single four-stroke Suzuki motor, their
flat-topped, twin-hulled craft navigates the area in a jiffy
to reach clients. “People know to keep an eye out for us
and our Golden White II,” says Vincenzo, referring to their
beloved boat, the second craft to carry the name. Early
sales tend to be in the form of frozen granita drinks (we
are partial to the coconut variety featuring juicy chunks
of the tropical fruit), but as the sun starts to sink, tipples
veer towards Aperol spritzes and prosecco. “We’ve built
up a list of regulars who give us a call to see if we are in
their area,” adds Vincenzo. “We’re happy to bring the bar
to them.”
The duo’s summer gig is remarkable in its simplicity
but deeply coveted by customers who simply wave the
bar boat over and let it dock beside them before an order
is placed. Formed in 2004 and based in Porto San Paolo,
where they also make their own gelato, the brothers provide locals with a menu that includes panini and crêpes.
The pair do brisk business in their seasonal work, which
operates from June to mid-October. And it’s not strictly
reserved for the sea – once the yachters have had their fill
the brothers manoeuvre close to shore to serve clients on
terra firma.
For us, however, bobbing in the Med on board our
favourite run-about, the only thing more refreshing than
a dive into the pristine waters is a frosty Aperol served
from the bar of the Golden White II.
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Clockwise from top: Giancarlo at helm; serving up a frosty one; sailing on the bay;
Vincenzo on the ‘Golden White II’
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